
 

Apprentice Longsword Guide 

Prepared by Patrick Tarzi 

Basic Principles 

When thrusting, move the hands first and then the feet.   

When cutting, move the hands, body, and feet simultaneously. 

When thrusting, it is generally advantageous to turn the crossguard so that it is either horizontal 

or diagonal to ensure proper parrying and hand protection. 

When stepping, it is generally advantageous to step “offline,” or to the side, to clear the 

opponent’s sword. 

When stepping, always step on the balls of the feet, rather than the heels of the feet to provide 

speed and stability. 

When stepping, it may be helpful to pivot the rear foot to prevent rolling the ankle and to provide 

stability. 

The Bind 

A bind occurs when two blades touch. Binds in Apprentice rank will include punta de spada, or 

a bind at the “point of the sword,” meza spada, or a bind at the “middle of the sword.” Binding in 

German is referred to as Binden, and binding in Italian is referred to as incrosada. 

When in a bind, use Fühlen or “feeling” to sense the pressure applied to your blade by your 

opponent’s blade. You should act instantly (indes) when you sense whether your opponent is 

hard or soft. 

Footwork 

“Pass Step”: In this step, when stepping forward, the rear foot passes the front foot, and the new 

rear foot pivots upon completion of the step. You should end in the same position you began in, 

mirrored (with the opposite foot forward.) 

“Simple Step”: In this step, when stepping forward, the front foot moves forward, and the rear 

foot follows. The rear foot pivots as always upon completing the step. You should end in the 

same position you began in, but further forward in distance. It is easier to maintain stance when 

stepping diagonally. 



“False Step”: In this step, when stepping forward, the rear foot moves to meet or nearly touch the 

front foot, and then the front foot moves forward. You should end in the same position you 

began in, but further forward in distance. 

 “Stable Turn” (volta stabile): This is not a step but a turning of the body. Pivot the knees and 

feet so that they face behind you as opposed to in front of you in the original position. 

“Strong Attack” Thrust 

1. Begin in posta breve, left foot forward. 

2. Bind at punta de spada, point at opponent’s face. If the opponent applies soft pressure, 

then: 

3. Slightly turn the long edge to set the opponent’s point offline, applying hard pressure. 

4. Begin moving the sword straight and directly towards the opponent’s face. 

5. Begin a pass step offline, forward, and to the right with the right foot just after beginning 

the thrust.  

6. End the thrust in a lower Pflug-like position with the forearms providing structure against 

the opponent’s sword to prevent a double hit. Tip: to test whether your sword is low 

enough in the thrust, make sure that the pommel of the sword is lower than the 

crossguard of the sword in the thrust. 

“Mass” or “Measure” Thrust 

1. Begin in posta breve, left foot forward. 

2. Bind at punta de spada, point at opponent’s face. If the opponent applies soft pressure, 

then: 

3. Slightly turn the long edge to set the opponent’s point offline, applying hard pressure. 

4. Begin moving the sword straight and directly towards the opponent’s face. 

5. Begin a pass step offline, forward, and to the right with the right foot just after beginning 

the thrust.  

6. End the thrust in an upper and extended Ochs guard with the crossguard locking the 

opponent’s sword in place. Tip: to test whether your sword is high enough in the thrust, 

make sure that the pommel of the sword is at level with or higher than the crossguard of 

the sword in the thrust. The sword should be at level with your ear or higher. 

“Abnemen” or “Taking off” 

1. Begin in posta breve, left foot forward. 

2. Bind at punta de spada, point at opponent’s face. If the opponent applies hard pressure, 

then: 

3. Push the left hand down while the right hand remains still only enough to clear your 

sword from your opponent’s sword, applying soft pressure. 

4. Pull in the left hand to generate power, using the sword as a lever and simultaneously: 

5. Extend the right hand forward with the cut at a directly and simultaneously: 

6. Perform a large “simple step” with the left foot offline to your left side, leaning 

somewhat to the left in the step so that you step behind your sword. 



7. The cut should end the technique by striking the opponent’s upper right opening, at their 

right side of their head or neck with a left angle downward cut, now on the other side of 

their sword. 

“Duplieren” or “Doubling” 

1. Bind at meza spada, right foot forward. If the opponent applies hard pressure, then: 

2. Thrust the left hand under the right arm until your sword is horizontal. 

3. Simultaneously cut behind the opponent’s blade with a horizontal cut with crossed arms. 

4. The right hand should come straight forward and high towards the opponent’s face, such 

that the opponent’s blade becomes locked in your crossguard. 

5. Simultaneously perform a “pass step” with the right foot straight forward but not too far. 

“Mutieren” or “Mutating” 

1. Bind at meza spada, right foot forward. If the opponent applies soft pressure by assuming 

a left Ochs-like position, then: 

2. Wind your short edge over your opponent’s sword, applying hard pressure. 

3. With the hands high, over your opponent’s sword and in a left Ochs position, thrust 

downward towards your opponent’s lower right opening, or at their belt or right thigh 

area. 

4. Your crossguard should provide adequate protection against an attempted double hit. 

5. Follow after the thrust with a simple step forward with the right foot. 

“Ansetzen” or “Setting-On” 

1. Begin in posta breve, left foot forward. 

2. Bind at punta de spada, point at opponent’s face. If the opponent applies soft pressure to 

attempt Abnemen, then: 

3. Immediately shoot your point forward at full extension to prevent their sword from 

leaving the bind. Tip: a left-Ochs position at full extension can prevent a double hit. 

4. Follow after the thrust with a pass step with the right foot straight forward. 

5. You should end the technique by thrusting the opponent in the face on the same side of 

the sword before they can leave the bind. 

“Abschnappen” or “Snapping-Off” 

1. Bind at meza spada, right foot forward. If the opponent applies very hard pressure, then: 

2. Raise the hands up and to the left to assume a Hangen guard. 

3. Allow the opponent’s blade to slide off and way from you via the ramp created with 

Hangen. 

4. Simultaneously take a pass step offline to the left with your left foot. 

5. After the opponent’s blade is clear of your body, immediately cut with an Oberhau to 

their head. 

 

 


